This paper proposes the fractional component analysis (FCA), whose goal is to decompose the observed signal into component signals and recover their fractions. The uniqueness of our idea in comparison with other similar merhads is the concept of the virtual PDF (probability distributionfunction) that models signal mixing on the sensor In this papec we derive the virtual PDF based on positivity constraint, unity constraint, and randomness assumption, and we then build it into the mirture density model. In order to learn parameters of this model from data using EM (Expectation-Marimifion) algorithm, the key point is to derive the approximation of the virtual PDF using its cumulants. Finally we illustrate experimental results on syntheric data to show the unique decision boundary obtained from our method.
Introduction
This paper aims to propose "yet another'' method for decomposing the Observed signal into unobservable component signals. Our unique approach to this popular problem is to assume two levels of signal mixing, namely instantaneous mixing and density miring. The former type of mixing leads to the concept of the virtual PDF, while the latter leads to a popular mixture density model to be solved by a variant of EM algorithm [41. All of the procedures are developed based on probabilistic models and statistical leaming.
Our motivation behind this method is the problem ofsignal unmixing, a popular problem in the remote sensing community. Researchers in the field are always frustrated by the presence of heterogeneous pixels that may contain multiple endmembers (components) within a single pixel, and they want to estimate components contained in a pixel with their fractions. Here it is important to have in mind that signal mixing depends on how we observe the real world, or, more specifically, on the resolution of the sensor.
We begin with the model of instantaneous mixing in Section 2 and the notion of the virtual PDF. Then we proceed to the model of density mixing in Section 3, in which we introduce the fractional component analysis (FCA) and discuss 
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Instantaneous Mixing
The Basic Model and Prerequisites
We start our discussion with insrantaneous mixing, which refers to signal mixing at a single Observation instance. For the time being, we are interested in the estimation of a set of components involved in a particular observation instance, and also component fractions. We assume that component fractions are "sparse" (most of the component fractions are zero) in the sense that only a few components are usually involved in instantaneous mixing at a single observation instance. An observation instance may even be "pure", where only a single component is observed without signal mixing. We therefore pursue a generative model capable of generating mixed signals from the combination of pure component signals.
Due to the limited space of the paper, we only consider a linear model for instantaneous mixing as follows: 
Virtual PDF
We assume that instantaneous mixing occurs at each ohservation instance with the different cornhination of components. as illustrated i n Figure 2 . Now, suppose that we collect only Observation instances generated from the instantaneous mixing of the same components. Then it i s natural to assume the PDF for this set of observations, or the PDFof mixed signals. We call this PDF the virtual PDF i n the sense that this PDF does not have a counterpart i n the real world; or in other words, it i s like a virtual image that appears as a result of signal mixing that occurs through the sensor. Hence, we cannot reach this PDF by simply searching for components existing in the real world.
To examine the virtual PDF, we first define a set of components C = (Cl,. . . , CMl that appear in the whole ohser- We can thus compute the PDF o f mixed signals for any combination of components, provided that we can explicitly represent both the PDF of each component and the prior o f component fractions. In addition, although this computation i s theoretically possible, above procedure requires prohibitively high computational complexity in practice.
Density Mixing
Mixture Density Modeling
Having derived the virtual PDF, we then develop a model for density mixing. Figure 2 suggests that the Observation signal is in fact composed of pure signals and mixed signals. Intuitively, this idea can be written as follows;
Mixture Model = Real PDFs + Virtual PDFs (7) where "Real PDFs" correspond to a traditional mixture models. Formally, we reprcsent our mixture density model p(xl0,O) corresponding to Eq. (7) as follows:
where @ are parameters of component distributions, B are parameters related to instantaneous mixing, and n ! ! , : represents mixing parameters in density mixing. This mixture density model is the central model in fractional componenr analysis (FCA). and the problem here is to learn those parameters and related latent variables from data.
For that purpose, we exploit EM algorithm [4], which is the standard algorithm for mixture density estimation. One advantage of EM algorithm for the exponential family of distributions is that parameter update rules can he factorized component-wise, which leads lo computationally attractive algorithm. Our model, however, cannot take the full advantage of EM algorithm because of the following obstacles.
1.
We cannot obtain a closed-form solution for the virtual PDF in general. Moreover, numerical integration involved in the computation of the vinual PDF is sometimes computationally prohibitive.
2. We cannot obtain componcnt-wise rules for parameter updates because of the dependency of the virtual PDF on multiple components as illustrated in Figure I .
Approximation of the Virtual PDF
To solve the first obstacle, we derive the approximation of the virtual PDF using its cumulants. The key point is to apply moment expansion to both sides of Eq. (3) to yield To take advantage of this property, we introduce the parametric family of PDFs with realistic descriptive power and mathematical tractability:
That is, we introduce the normal distribution NOlrn,Z,") as the model of component signals pm(xlOm), and the Dirichlet distribution as the model of component fractions p(a1O). We choose those families of distributions because of both mathematical reasons and empirical justification [2] .
With these settings, we can derive the moments and cumulants in a closed form. Due to the limited space, we only summarize analytically derived moments in Figure 3 , from which we can easily derive cumulants using such relationship as c: ' = m t ' and cf' = mfJ -m:)m:Jr. These cumulants are then required for approximating the virtual PDF with Gram-Charlier expansion [I] . Basically it concerns a deviation from the normal distribution N ( c y ' . c:') having the same mean vector and covariance matrix.
EM Algorithm for Our Mixture Density Model
For the second problem, due to the dependency of the virtual PDF on multiple components, simultaneous maximization, or at least simultaneous improvement, of all parameters is required. In so doing, however, many of the advantages in using EM algorithm would be lost. Hence we ignore the interdependency of parameters over multiple components, and apply conditional maximization steps (conditional EM algorithm) [41 against Q function. E-step: Maximize Q over the latent data parameters CM-step 1: Fix O@), @"',and argmax Q(nix') CM-step 2: Fix nikti), 0"'. and argmax Q(0'") CM-step 3: Fix n"+", O'k+tl, and argmax Q(B'k+t').
The optimization of mixing parameters na in CMstep I follows the standard procedure. and it is applied to both real PDFs and virtual PDFs. In CM-step 2, the parameters of real PDFs (normal distributions) Qik' are updated following the standard procedure. then the cumulants of the virtual PDF are updated automatically based on @"+IJ and Finally, the result of mixture density estimation is used for estimating component fractions at each observation instance. We perform this task in a two-step prmedure: 1 ) determine a set of components involved in instantaneous mixing, and 2) estimate component fractions given component members. Thc first part is simply based on Bayes decision rule, while the second pan is based on MAP (Maximum A Posteriori) estimate as follows. a = arg T~F p(alx) = arg max E(xla)p(a) (12) This maximization is performed using a kind of gradient ascent algorithm. Another choice may be the Bayesian estimate using Monte Carlo methods. Figure 4 shows the mixture density estimation and Bayesian classification on synthetic signals in 'R2 as shown in (a) with a gray-scale. This dataset is generated from three component signals and mixed signals generated from them (three 2-component and one 3-component mixed signals). Case (b), a traditional normal mixture density model, found quadratic decision boundary, while Case (c) found more complex decision boundary between pure components (dark gray) and mixed components (light gray). In our model, the virtual PDF is constrained by the real PDFs, thus it decreases the effective complexity of the model compared to a model with the same number of components.
Experiments and Discussions
*GF
Spectral unmixing problem has long been studied in the remote sensing community, in which the most popular approaches are based on linear algebra, such as generalized inverse matrix or constrained least-squares regression. They, however, often lack principled mechanisms to deal with uncertainty, such as probability models. They do use neural networks or fuzzy clustering to deal with uncertainty, but we believe the fractional component analysis (FCA) is an alternative principled approach which is based on prohability models and learning mechanisms.
Our model also has a strong connection to independent component analysis (ICA) [I] , because our model also assumes mutual independence between component signals. In particular, work by Parra et. al.
[51 approaches a similar problem with similar prerequisites using ICA. However, they do not formulate their model as a generative one based on a clear distinction between pure and mixed signals, Our current method is based on the learning of PDF over the whole signal, but it should focus more on localized instantaneous mixing. This is especially true for images, in which signal mixing occur only at a spatially localized regions. Hence our important future work is to incorporate IOcalized or contextual information into the probability model using Markov random field or its variants.
